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1. Introduction

Tinnitus is a common symptom that 25.3% of the US population has experienced at some point in their life with 8% experiencing frequent tinnitus in the past year [1]. A population study in the UK similarly demonstrated that 10% of the population have experienced tinnitus with 4% of those affected experiencing a subset of tinnitus called pulsatile tinnitus [2]. PT is distinguished from other types of tinnitus by the noticeable pulsing or beating in addition to perception of noise [3,4]. There are a variety of vascular and nonvascular etiologies associated with PT ranging from solid tumors like a glomus tumor to atherosclerosis, one of the most common causes of PT [3]. Among these etiologies SSD has been recently characterized as a cause of PT for which a resurfacing surgery is available [5–7]. Given the novelty of this diagnosis, there is currently no consensus in the literature of which types of SSD are more likely to produce symptoms or may be more responsive to surgical therapy, leaving this radiologic finding open to wide interpretation. In one of the early case reports of surgical intervention for PT due to SSD, the dehiscence was caused by a large aneurysm and had created an opening through the bone to the underlying tissue [8]. In further studies there has been surgical intervention in cases with a temporal bone dehiscence to the mastoid air cells [9]. This placement differs significantly in how the sound from the sigmoid sinus may be transmitted as there will still be an additional boney covering over the mastoid air cells in dehiscences that open directly to the underlying tissue.

Conclusions: SSD occurred in over a third of our non-symptomatic cohort. While all grades of SSD may currently be treated surgically, a large portion of non-PT patients may have these sigmoid sinus anomalies asymptotically. This grading system allows for the standardization of SSD definition and severity in future studies. Grade 3 dehiscences were completely absent in this cohort of non-PT patients.
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We hypothesize that a micro dehiscence will be less likely to contribute to PT and therefore less likely to be correctable via surgical intervention than a sigmoid sinus wall dehiscence.

2. Methods

This study was approved by our institutional review board (Approval Number 17-001793). A retrospective analysis of CT scans without contrast of the temporal bones of 91 patients and 182 ears at a single academic institution was performed. Patients without PT who received CT scans in 2011–2017 were included in this study. Only patients without PT were included in this cohort. One patient was excluded after the cohort was identified due to history of craniofacial abnormalities.

Axial images of both the right and left ear were analyzed for any dehiscence in the temporal bone to the mastoid air cells or directly to the underlying tissue. Dehiscences were measured for their greatest point-to-point distances. In cases with multiple dehiscences, the section with the greatest length of bone loss was measured. Groups were split into three grades micro < 3.5 mm (1), major > 3.5 mm (2), and wall dehiscence directly to underlying tissue (3) (Figs. 1–3).

3. Results

A total of 91 cases were analyzed with a male to female ratio of 55:36 and an average age of 46.4 years (range: 9–96 years, 22). Overall 34% of the cohort had a SSD. Notably 5 cases were bilateral, yielding a total of 36 dehiscences graded. In the overall SSD cohort there were 10 females and 21 males with a median age of 39.4 years (range: 9–96 years, 22). Of 36 dehisced ears in 31 patients, 27 were Grade 1 and 9 were Grade 2. The range of dehiscence measurements for Grade 1 were 0.9–3.4 mm. The range of dehiscence measurements for Grade 2 were 4–7.5 mm. There were no cases of Grade 3 dehiscence among this cohort. Two of the bilateral cases had a bilateral Grade 2 dehiscence while the other three cases had a mixed Grade 1 and Grade 2. Results are summarized in Table 1.

4. Discussion

The primary goal of this study was to characterize the prevalence of SSD in a non-PT population which led to a grading system of radiologic SSD findings on CT imaging studies. While few studies have considered the prevalence of SSD in non-PT populations those that have find disparate results ranging from 1% to 13% [5,10]. Our study sought to establish a grading system for SSD to clarify the prevalence of this condition among PT and non-PT cohorts.
A cohort of 91 patients without PT who received a CT of the temporal bones at a single academic institution were analyzed for SSD. Dehiscences were subsequently divided into three grades based on size and location. Over a third of our cohort had a SSD despite lack of PT. This supports our theory that microdehiscences may be less likely to contribute to PT.

Grade 3 dehiscences were completely absent in this cohort of non-PT patients. This type of significant dehiscence through the temporal bone leaving the underlying tissue exposed with no bony covering over the sinus is rare and more likely to provoke symptoms. If all grades of dehiscence are currently being treated surgically, it is important to consider that 34% of non-PT patients may have these sigmoid sinus anomalies asymptotically. Grade 3 dehiscences were completely absent in this cohort of non-PT patients. This type of significant dehiscence through the temporal bone leaving the underlying tissue exposed with no bony covering over the sinus is rare and more likely to provoke symptoms. Larger cohort studies are necessary and should consider which grades of dehiscence are most common in patients with PT, particularly in patients undergoing sigmoid sinus wall reconstruction to clarify which grades of SSD are most responsive to surgical repair.

Sigmoid sinus resurfacing surgery has been an important part of PT management and has clearly improved PT symptoms for many patients [7]. By establishing a grading system there can be more clarity in the reporting values of the prevalence of this condition and the therapeutic benefit of surgery in different types of dehiscence.

Limitations to our study include a relatively small cohort of 91 patients, and the retrospective nature of the data collection. Author collecting the data was not blinded to clinical findings such as the patient’s PT status or the SSD findings in the previous ear while grading the second ear. Additionally, selection bias is a limitation of this study as all cases were from an ENT clinic at a single tertiary care center.

5. Conclusion

SSD occurred in over a third of our non-symptomatic cohort, the largest percentage discovered to date. While all grades of SSD may currently be treated surgically, it is important to consider that a large portion of non-PT patients may have these sigmoid sinus anomalies asymptotically. Grade 3 dehiscences were completely absent in this cohort of non-PT patients. This type of significant dehiscence through the temporal bone leaving the underlying tissue exposed with no bony covering over the sinus is rare and more likely to provoke symptoms. Larger cohort studies are necessary and should consider which grades of dehiscence are most common in patients with PT, particularly in patients undergoing sigmoid sinus wall reconstruction to clarify which grades of SSD are most responsive to surgical repair.
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